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100 Years Life without disease by Bhringral (Eclipta Prostrata) 
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Top Siddhar Secrets for Success 
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 Dry Cough, Chronic Laryngitis, Oral Ulcers,
Apthous Ulcers, Duodenal Ulcers, Repetitive Strain, Injury of throat,
Gargle for apthous (oral) Ulcers.

Duodenum 
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Angina Pec-
toris, Any type of heart failure, Myocardial infarction 
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Improving Child Weight & Strengh

General Tonic for all Childhood Compliants.








(Ashwagandharishta)

General Tonic for total body, Adaptogen, Aphrodisiac, Anti-inflam-
matory, Immunomodular, Uterine Tonic, Antidepressant, Anti Stress, Anti-
anxiety, Antioxidant, Heart Tonic, Body energy booster, Athlete (or) Sports
Food & Energy Supplement, Digestive Stimulant, Physical Weakness,
Fatigue, Underweight, Depression, Sleeplesness (or) Insomnia, Chronic
Headache, Migraine, Memory Loss, Vertigo, Brain Atrophy, Muscle, Join,
Bone Disorders, Osteoorthristis, Male in Fertility, Female Infertility,
Recurrent Miscarriage, HIV Controller
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Ashokarishta more % of Ashoka Roots & 13 Herbals contains in
this arishta.

This Arishta for Total Women Health Disorders.

Heavy Menstrual bleeding, Painful periods

Fever, Bleeding hemorrhoids, low digestion Strength
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Imbalanced female hormones

Osteoporosis, Ovarian Cyst and Uterine Polyps

Low bone mineral density

Increased level of testosterone in the blood, Pelvic inflammatory
disease.
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Balarishta
(Vata Balance Tonic)

Curing
Neuralgra, hemiplegia, Palraplegia
All arthritis, Spondylosis
It is also a very good nerves tonic
Improve strength of nerves, muscles, and bones.
Improving body nourishment
Impreves digestion Strength
Use 3 month to cure voda diseases
Heart Diseases, Muscalo skeletal disorder, Weakness
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Babularishta
Babularishta Curing Asthma, Cough, bronchitis, Diabites, All skin

disease, Diarrhoea, General Body Weakness, Kapha Pitta Karagan, Blood
Vomiting, Coughing blood, Pulmonary tuberculosis.

Dosage : - 1 to 2 table spoon ful (15 to 30 ml) with equal water after
meals.




     
  



   
   







Bhringrajasav
Total body immunity, Relieve Cold, Cough, All skin disorders, eye,

liver, spleen, Disorders, Hair growth, stop Hair fail, Anaemia, Breath
lessness, Chronic Fever, Asthma.
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Chandanasava
Used to Treatment of improve strength & immunity, improves nour-

ishment, Actaso Cardiac tonic, Improve digestion, Spermatorrhoea and
burnig.



   







Treatment for All respiratory disorders, asthma, cold, cough, tuber-
culosis, chronic fever, nasa bleeding, chest injury.
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Dashmularishta
Rejuvenator, Revitalizer restorative tonic, Promotes Vitality &

Strength, Balance Vada Wind Kapha.




      
  








  











 Amalaki
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Khadirarishtam
Usefull in all type of Skin diseases, Also effective in anaemia,

Worms, Enlargement of Spleen, Cough, diabetes and obesity.
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Dengue, H1 N1, Swine Flu and other Fever. Blood
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Khadira - Usefull for Mouth Ulcer, All type of Skin Diseases, Uri-
nary track disorders, improves quality of teech, Relieves Itching, Cough,
Cold, Obesity, Bleeding disorders, Fever
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Kumaryasavam - Effective in Uterin disordrs, Urinary diseas, Liver
and Spleen Disorders, Anaemia, Heart Diseases, Seminal Disorders and
Heat Disorders.

 
  















(For Enlarged Liver & Spleen)
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Treatment Used - Liver & Speen, Heart, Blood related disorders,
Digestive System Stiulator
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HBP, LBP 
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  (Abdominal Tumour) 
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Clitoria Ternatea Linn





 
 
 

     









    



     


Clitoria Ternatea Linn
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HBP
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OCD - Obsessive Compulsive Disorders





  
  



    










Menta Plus (Himalaya Shop)
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Hakkni Mudra, Nadi Suddhi, Hearing Om Sound, AUM Sound,
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( Tribulus terretris Linn)
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(Carbo Light - Wood Charcoal)
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Salt Kaliphos (Potassium Phosphate)


Kaliphos 6x




    


    




Kaliphos 6x Homeopathic Shop-
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Taurus - Nat Sulph (Sodium Sulphate)

Nat Sulphate is good for Colds, Sore throat, Digestive problems,
Sluggishness, Gatt Stones, tiredness, the Kidney, Jaundice, Asthma,
Corstipation.




Get from Hemeoshop




    




   


      


 



Nat Sulph-6x Native Set + Get From Homeo
Shop.
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GEMINI - 3rd House

Kali Mur (Potassium Chloride) :

It is rules the Lungs, bronchial tree, shoulders, arms and hard, CNS,

Kalimur  is the  Calt Salt essential to formation of most cells in the
body except the bone cells and help the cells. retain their shape.


Kali Muriaticum



















Excessive Muscus in nose and Sinues, Swaller Glands, Tonsilitis.





Kali Muriaticum



Cale fluor (Calcium Floride) is the Cancer cell salts. This is hard
tissue of the body, the teeth, bone, fingernail the lens of the eye and the
elastic tiben in muscle tissue. In dificiency Lt cause loss of elasticity in
tissue and mainnutrition of the bone.
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CALCAREA FLUORICA





    





    


     
  


Leo 
Magnesium Phosphate (Mag Phos)

Mag Phs is the Cell Salt for Leo, Hysiologically Leo rules the "Heart"
Upper back diaphram and Cardiac System Magnesium has recently been
identified in Allopathic Medicine as a Critical mineral for Prevention of
heart attack Acute asthma attack.

Magnesia Phosphoric
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VIRGO 
Kali Sulph (Potassium Sulphate)

Virgo rule the small intestine the spleen and lower alimentery sys-
tem Kali Sulph impress the body 5 ability to take up nutrition efficiently
and particularly to make and distribute oils thoughtout the systems.














    




LIBRA 
NAT  PHOS

Sodium Phosphate is a Libra Cell Salt Libra rules kidney and lower
back and the aid alkaline balane of the body. Nat Phos - Prevents excess
acidity or aleralinity especially inthe blood stream it is used to treat gout,
Kidney Stone, Ulcers and Stomach acicidy
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 NATRUM PHOSPHORICUN










    




 


Nat Phos-6X Homeo Shop



SCORPIO 
November 15 to December 15 - Birth Period
CALCIUM SULPHATE (CALAC SULPH)

Calc Sulph is the Scorpio Salt Calc Sulph is an important constitu-
ent of all connective tissue and essential to the healing process as a puri-
fying agent.

Scorpio rates the Colon, Sexual organ, large Intestine, eliminative
channels and outlet and the prostate gland.

 CALCAREA SULPHURICA
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SIGITTARIUS  

December 15 to January 15 - Birth Period
SILICA

Silica is the cell salt for these born. under the sign of sagittarius. It
is of use whenever there is pus to be discharged such as in boils, ab-
scesses or splinters. Taking silica after surgery helps minimize scan for
mation and can assist the body to except  foreign objects such as Splin-
ters. Sagittarius Rules Liver, Hips, Thighs, Sciatic renve and ANS.
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CAPRICORN  
January 15 TO February 15 - Birth Period
CALCIUM PHOSPHATE (CALC PHOS)

It is an importand constituent of the bone, Capricon rules the skeletan
system, especially the teeth, knees and the joints the golt bladder and the
skin.

The body required larger amouns of calc phos the any other, espe-
cially in child hood and growth spourt or when recovering from broken
bones and skeletan problems.

CALCAREA PHOSPHORICA

















AGUARIUS  
February 15 to  March 15 - Birth Period

NATRUM MURIATICUM

Nat mur has the effect of attacting or drawing away from affected
parts of the body, to redistribute it whenever it is needed symptoms of
Insufficient Nat mur, are associated with watery cold, dryness or exces-
sive Sali vation of mouth, any watery blister on the skin or mucus mem-
branes.
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FERRUM PHOS  
March 15 to April 15 - Birth Period

IRON PHSPHATE

Ferrum phos is the Cell salt for pisces it is only common metal salt
among the twelve cell salts and is critically important in its function of
making all of other cell salts more effective it is required for healthy
RBC cells.

Pisces rules the lymphatic system and the feet ferrum phos. Distrib-
utes oxygen to all the organs and tissues.
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Ferrum phos 




Salt

1)  Kaliphos (KP) 2)  Nat Sulph (NS)
3)  Kali Mur (KM) 4)  Calc Fluor (CF)
5)  Mag Phos (MP) 6)  Kali Sulph (KS)
7)  Nat Phos (NP) 8)  Calcc Sulp (CS)
9)  Silica (S) 10) Calc Phos (CP)
11) Nut Mur (NM) 12) Ferrum Phos (FP)



 NM, FP, KP, CP
 CP, KP, NP
 CP
 KP
 CP, NM
 CP, KP
 CP
 S
 KP
 CP, NM, KP, S
 - KP, CF
 KP
 - KP
 KP
 FP, NM
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 NS
 FP, NP
 KP, NS
 - NM









   




 S
 NS, KS

 CP, NS, KP

 KP

 CP, NS, KP

NS, NM

 CF, S

 NS

 NM, S

 CF

 S, CS

 FP

 MP, KP

 CP

 CP, NM, S
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(Alumini Silicas)
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(Boro Camphor)




    
   





(Terminaliaarjuna)
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( Carom Seeds) 
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(Cataract Eye)

A Cataract is a clouding of eys's natural lens, It is a most common
cause of vision loss in people over age 40 and above.
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Water 

Mind, Water, For Drink. with our thoughts and vision comes from
our breath air
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 (Duodinum) 
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(Gastric)
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RBC
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RBC 
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Stress,
Depression, Junk Foods 
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 (Calamus Sweet Flag) 

Acidity 

(Cadaba Indica)  Infertility Remover, Anti Cancer-
ous,  
 Eczema, Swellina


 (Acalypha indica) All Lungs disorders remover,
HBP,
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  (Heat)    
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   Inhale  




VIBYOR 

   (Violet)     






(Indigo) 




 (Blue)  




  (Green)   
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(Yellow)
   




(Orange)
  




(Red) 
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   Tycho Brahe
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Alchemy
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100 Years Life without disease by Bhringral
(Eclipta Prostrata)

Saint test says about yellow flower Bhringral (Karisalankanni)





All Liver disorders, Splean, Lungs, Circulation and all the skin dis-
orders, Piles, De-Adiction Medicine, Can 8 Care by this Herbal.

Take 10 leaves Morning / Evening before food.

If you take 1 month year thoat and mouth related disorders will cure
and speech disorders also.

If you take 2 months De-Adiction organs cells will be cure and
Strengthen .
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If you take 3 months - Blood contant and purified well.

If you take 4 months in fertility to fertility.

If you take 5 months your skin will glow you are a beauty in the
world.

If you take 1 year you can say something that will happen.

If you take 5 years you can become 9 Saint.
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Stomach





Depression / Stress

Oil Foods

Not taking food timely

Swallow
Food without grinding in the mouth

Frequently
taking Coffee, Tea, Vadai, Pondas

Ice Water taking cool water always

 
Food should be Fiber Food

 Don't
take tin foods, Junk Foods

Taking Biscuits & Cake
More

Overflow of Food

After food Don't
take more water

After food don't Sleep im-
mediately

Bathing after Food not good
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Pyroresind 
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( Thermostat of Body)

Thermostat of Body
Hormone :  A Chemial mesage  released in the body by cells and

glands that affects other cells in an organism. Hypothalamus  - A Part of
the brain that control things like thirst, Hunger Body temperature and the
release of many Hormones.
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KING OF VITAMIN-C


Ziziphus Jujuba

Jujube are rich in Protein, Carbohydrates, Carotene, B Complex,
Vit-C, Calcium, Phasphorus, Iron, Cyelic adenosine monophosphate and
other nutrients.

Medical Use :

1) This will increase the WBC

2) Reduce all the liver injury & Disorders.

3) It is rich in cyctic adenosine monophosphate one of the essen-
tial substances in the body's energy metabolism. That's says/ It enhances
muscle strength. Eliminate fatigue, dilates, Blood vessels, increases myo-
cardial conwactility, improves myocardial nutrition and prevent and treat
of cardio vascular diseases.

4) It tonifies deficiency and invigorates Qi, nourishes the blood
and soothes the nerves and strengthen the spleen and stomach.

5) Excellent remedy for spleen & Stomach dificiency of Qi and
Blood weakness (or) inertia, insumnia.

6) This Jujube used in china from 4000 years for O Cure allthe
Qi dificiencies.
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(Cosmic Rays)
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Centry Petal Force 
Centry Petal Force 
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  PLentysine (or) Eritadenine 
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Osteoarthritis 


 Immune System 
Rheumatoid Arthritis





Prostag-
landins  
 (Leacotriene)  
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   Solar Plexus 
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Toxin 
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"Balances Hormones, Kill Can-
dida (Fungus), Improving Digestion, MKoisturizes Skin, Rreduces
Cellulite, Decreases Wrinkles and Age spot, Balances the Blood Sugar,
 Increase the HDL and Reduce the LDL
Choloesterol Obesity Remover 
Skin & Hair Anty Age Copric Acid & Lauric
Acid 
Slim 
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Yin lyang Yin 

Yang
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Rice 
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Any food can fast, but only intelligent can break the fast - 
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WhatsApp
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HBP, LPP 
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DENGUE
Every thing comes due to low immune system in the body.

Starting Signs of indication :

Fever, Muscle Pain

Body ache, Nausca

Skin Rash

Major Complications :

Bleeding of gums.

Liver enlargment.

Damage of Blood and lympath vessels.

Platelet Decrease from 1,50,000 This is the Symtems of Dengue.

Herbals :

Pappaya Juice

Nillavembu Kasayam

Giloy

Spirulina

Amla
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Tulsi, Neem

Indian Ginserg

Manjishta

Green Foods
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Blood Letting Method 


Heat  











(Prevention is better than cure)
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(Eat not too much. Exercise not too lighting)
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PAnti Inflamattory, Anti Value, Antidone.  
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Connect : Facebook ID : yugafoundationtrust and learn all medicine.
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DIABETES
  

Diabetes 
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1 (Agrimani)
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(Aspen)

Vagus fear, Un-
known fear 
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Cure " It is a "Feeling" of dread and anxiety/

Cure All negative emotions,

Sadness, Stress., Fear & Anxiety

Self concern, Inter fering with of he people. Panic. Attack. Jet
Lag, Stuffering, Separation Anxicity., Unable to fall a sleeps, Emotional
eating. Anger., take Reseatement, the effect of trauma. Inattention, Loule
of focus, Daydreaming, Weight.

Get From Hemeo Shop :

 Water 

(Beech)



Order, Decipline and Punctuality
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Rule & Regulation,  Attention  







    


Over, Care for Welfare of Others.

(Centaury)





















Use

Centaury restores theh qualities of inner strength & Self determina-
tion.

Imporove the stronger personolities

Strengthen digestive function, increase the stomach Secretion

This her - appetizer, aromatic, bitter, choloagogue, diaphoretic, di-
gestive, emetic, hepatic & Purities the blood.
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(Cerato)


















(Immature behaviour)




 


(Cherry Plum)













Violent. agressive behaviour
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Sadist




(Ches Tnet Bud)














 








    


(Chicory)
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Sales representative, Bill Collector, LIC Agents, 


(Clematis)
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Obsessive Compulsory Disorders

    





      


Cleanliness,  infection, Contamination, Hygiene 


 (ELM)






Useful for head of institutions persons who have to manage all re-
sponsibility, Physicians, Leaders, Decision, Maker.

Project work tension



 (ELM)







   Project Work 
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 (Gentian)








     
















 (Gorse)



 (Hopelessness)
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(Heather)













(Holly)











  


(Honeysuckle)











(Hornbeam)
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(Impatiens)









     




(Larch)













(Mimulus)



Lack of Self Confidence.
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(Mustard)
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WhatsApp
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(Diuretic)
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(Nutrient)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




(Tonic)
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(Uterine Tonic)
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Top Siddhar Secrets for Success

Inhale Breath and hold 5 sec. and Exhale breath hold 5 sec.

Focus your eyes onthe third eye region. in the center of your fore-
head and use mid how inhale breath going inside - while inhale. It is
called "Shoo" - hold 5 Sec. and Exhale the breath and hold 5 Sec. - Ex-
hale mean humm. Practice this whenever free with empty stomach .
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You can reduce the age and you can success in your life always.
Maha Mantra for life changes Catch it.

Shooo  Hummm.
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